1. Submittal Requirements:

2. Review Process:

Completed building permit application

1. Submit all documents to the city for review

2. Copy of any other plans you have drawn

3. Additional requirements:

- You will be called when the approved plans are ready to be issued
- Your home can still be retrofitted but additional engineering will be needed
- You will need to be present at the inspection so the inspector can verify another holder inspection
- Do not begin work until the permit has been issued
- Call inspector for any phone verification inspection
- Call inspector for a phone call verification inspection

3. Inspection Process:
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**Table I: Summary of Minimum Requirements for Anchoring Frame to Foundation System**

- **Section III - General Notes (continued)**
Panel Cutouts and Notching

Front View

Panel cutouts and notching should be provided for each panel to allow for access to the panel for installation and maintenance. The cutouts should be aligned with the panel edges and should be clearly marked on the panel for easy identification. Notching should be provided to accommodate any necessary connections or support structures. The notching should be designed to ensure the structural integrity of the panel and to provide a smooth transition for any connected components.
Replace detail for cantilevered floor with no sloping above sill plate.

METHOD 1

METHOD 2

METHOD 3

METHOD 4
be supported on a case by case basis. The end sill at the top of the open joint to prevent the installation of the framing modification are necessary to allow access to the top joint and foundation space between the joint and floor/ceiling framing.

**Solution:**

No room to install framing clips and/or anchors.

**Problem:**

Framing modification are necessary to allow access to the top joint and foundation space between the joint and floor/ceiling framing.

**Solution:**

No room to install framing clips and/or anchors.